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We look forward to welcoming you to the exhibition.

 
You are invited to our private view. Join the young artists from our partner

organisation Westminster Kingsway College reflecting on contemporary themes of
diversity, the environment, sustainability, mental health and social interactions.

 
This exhibition is part of Abundant Art’s larger cross arts community regeneration
project. Launched during the lockdown, it provides a platform for young students

to explore their creative perspectives and imaginations. 
 

The exhibition will also showcase a selection of contemporary Indian paintings,
prints and sculptures from Abundant Art Gallery’s international portfolio of artists to

support this Cross Arts initiative. 
 
 
 

A Cross Arts exhibition
that explores new

potential and paints
personal journeys. It

features art and design,
gifts and merchandise,

paintings, sculptures and
live installation

 
www.abundantart.net

 

Supported by  

TOGETHERTOGETHER
With art we rethink and reset for a better tomorrow

 Private View, Thursday, 17th March 4.30-8.30pm

 
Venue- October Gallery, 24 Old Gloucester

Street, WC1N 3AL, RSVP (below) by 10th March
 

Presented by Educational Partner Gallery Partners 
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The exhibition explores
three key themes; 
Our Environment 
Our Community 
Our Wellbeing 

Works from
intergenerational
artists, exploring

thoughts about the
future, in response to
present political and

social issues. 
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organisation Westminster Kingsway College reflecting on contemporary themes of
diversity, the environment, sustainability, mental health and social interactions.

 
This exhibition is part of Abundant Art’s larger cross arts community regeneration
project. Launched during the lockdown, it provides a platform for young students

to explore their creative perspectives and imaginations. 
 

The exhibition will also showcase a selection of contemporary Indian paintings,
prints and sculptures from Abundant Art Gallery’s international portfolio of artists to
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Supported by  

TOGETHERTOGETHER
With art we rethink and reset for a better tomorrow

 Private View, Thursday, 17th March 4.30-8.30pm, by invitation only.
Free Entry, Friday 18th March 10.00am-3.00pm

 
Venue- October Gallery, 24 Old Gloucester

Street, WC1N 3AL, RSVP (below) by 10th March
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We look forward to welcoming you to the exhibition.

 
Join the young artists from our partner organisation Westminster Kingsway College

reflecting on contemporary themes of diversity, the environment, sustainability,
mental health and social interactions.

 
This exhibition is part of Abundant Art’s larger cross arts community regeneration
project. Launched during the lockdown, it provides a platform for young students

to explore their creative perspectives and imaginations. 
 

The exhibition will also showcase a selection of contemporary Indian paintings,
prints and sculptures from Abundant Art Gallery’s international portfolio of artists to

support this Cross Arts initiative. 
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A Cross Arts
exhibition that
explores new
potential and

paints personal
journeys. It

features art and
design, gifts and

merchandise,
paintings,

sculptures and live
installations.
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We look forward to welcoming you to the exhibition.
 

You are invited at our private view. Join the young artists from our partner organisation Westminster Kingsway
College reflecting on contemporary themes of diversity, environment, sustainability, mental health and social

interactions.
 

This exhibition is part of Abundant Art’s larger cross arts community regeneration project. Launched during the
enforced isolation of lockdowns it provides a platform for young students to explore their creative perspectives

and imaginations. 
Guest artist Shawn Loudress joins us with his debut presentation- an immersive installation exploring the sights

and sounds of London. 
The exhibition will also showcase a selection of contemporary Indian paintings, prints and sculptures from

Abundant Art Gallery’s international portfolio of artists to support this Cross Arts initiative. 
 

https://www.abundantart.net
 


